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Learn to play the exciting game of chess! Find out the strengths of all the pieces, from the Pawns to
the King and Queen. Then learn some sneaky strategies, tricky traps, and awesome attacks.
In this introduction to chess, "first get the hang of moving each piece [and] understand the rules, then
find out how to capture pieces and win ... Try out different tactics, discover super-secret strategies,
and practice thinking ahead"--Publisher marketing.
A follow up to Chess for Children, this is a very imaginative way of building up your children's
knowledge and interest in chess through a series of fun chess games and activities. The same two cheeky
children, Jess and Jamie, talk though the games in language that kids would relate to – and this time
they are joined by their friends Harry and Marnie so that group chess games can be explored. The book
includes puzzles and games, some easy 'variants' of chess, and a guess-the-next move section, along with
'revision' pages to help remind children of the chess basics. All are accompanied by easy-to-read chess
boards and fun illustrations. Chess in schools and clubs is growing all the time and our author is a
leading light in kids chess, teaching at many London schools, including Dulwich College. The book works
well as a companion to the earlier book, Chess for Children, but also as a standalone activity book.
Whether your child is just beginning to learn chess or already immersed in the subject, this book will
help encourage their interest and love of the subject. A great book for both parents and teachers.
Suitable for children aged 7 and up.
Chess Workbook for Children is a fun, comprehensive workbook and instruction book for children (and
adults) who are new to chess or who are in the beginning stages of learning to play the royal game.Two
hundred problems with a comprehensive answer key are given at two skill levels: Basset Hound (beginner)
and Chess Detective (intermediate).The book has large print and is easy to read and understand.
The Living Chess Game: Fine Arts Activities for Kids 9–14
The Usborne Fabulous Activity Book
The Batsford Book of Chess for Children
The Kids' Book of Chess
Fine Arts Activities for Kids 9-14
Chess Coloring Book for Kids

Introduces the game of chess, pieces and how they move, and classic strategies and tactics from each stage
of the game, and offers a series of related puzzles.
Chess for Children Activity BookBatsford
This is a book for those who have started to play chess and want to know how to win from good positions
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and survive bad ones. The endgame is where most games are decided, and knowing all the tricks will
dramatically improve your results. Endgame specialist John Nunn has drawn upon his decades of experience
to present the ideas that are most important in real games. Step by step he helps you uncover the key points
and then add further vital knowledge. Chess Endgame Workbook for Kids is the third in a new series of
books that help players gain chess skills by solving hundreds of carefully chosen exercises. The themes are
similar to those in Gambit's best-selling 'Chess for Kids' series, but the focus is on getting hands-on
experience. Many positions build on ones given earlier, showing how advanced ideas are normally made up of
simpler ones that we can all grasp. Each chapter deals with a particular type of endgame and features dozens
of exercises, with solutions that highlight the key points. For each endgame we are given tips on the themes
that are most important and the strategies for both sides. The book ends with a series of test papers that
enable you to assess your progress and identify the areas that need further work. Dr John Nunn is one of the
best-respected figures in world chess. He was among the world's leading grandmasters for nearly twenty
years and won four gold medals in chess Olympiads. In 2004, 2007 and 2010, Nunn was crowned World
Chess Solving Champion, ahead of many former champions.
Chess Strategy Workbook teaches you to be observant and take your time to discover the clues in chess
positions, introducing many of the strategies used by chess masters in a way that is fun and easy to
understand. Learn how to use the different types of chess advantages (king safety, material, piece activity,
and pawn structure) to correctly evaluate the position in order to select the best move. Basic strategies for
the opening, middlegame, and endgame are covered in detail as well as pitfalls to avoid and how to think
during the game. Two hundred problems with a comprehensive answer key are given at two skill levels:
Basset Hound (novice to intermediate) and Chess Detective (intermediate to advanced).
Little Children's Under the Sea Activity Book
Unlock Your Imagination
Chess Book
Baby Chess
Chess for Kids
Beginners Chess for Kids
Learn chess the fun way and add firepower to your chess strategies with this beginner's guide to the world's most popular game of skill. From
the opening move to checkmate, How to Play Chess is an easy-to-follow guide to achieve grandmaster greatness. Perfect for children aged
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8-13, this companion explains chess tactics and strategies in simple language supported by amazing 3-D images. Starting with basic terms
and techniques, this ebook will make you a chess champion and teach you master tips to impress your opponents. The ebook begins with a
short history of chess and also explains the basic rules and objectives of the game. It contains descriptions of popular moves and the
reference section illustrates the moves of one of the most famous chess games - the Opera Game played by the Duke of Brunswick in 1858.
Download a copy of How to Play Chess and learn to solve the toughest of chess challenges.
Can one teach a child to play chess while they're still in diapers? Is chess useful in any way for those who haven't even had their first day at
school? In Amazing Chess for Children, we want to get to the bottom of the question of whether chess for kids is useful and valuable. It is wellknown that young children have a huge capacity for learning! In their first years of life, toddlers acquire many various skills and abilities. They
are able to learn multiple languages as well as various physical competences like walking, jumping, climbing and a lot more. In addition,
every child loves playing games. They start playing simple board games from a very young age. So why should chess for kids be any
different? Children can learn chess very early, some even as early as two years old! The key is to teach them in a child-oriented way, instead
of relying on standard methods for adult learners or for school children. Chess for kids should not be seen as a myth invented by parents, but
a great chance to develop children in a social, as well as academic, way while having a lot of fun together!
Chess for Kids: Learn to Play Chess in a Fun and Simple Way Introduce your child to the fascinating world of chess with Chess for Kids!
Chess is a wonderful game for children and adults to learn together and combine quality time with educational enjoyment. Learning Through
Activities has designed an activity book to help your child build the mental foundation for life-long success through one of the world's most
popular boardgames. Learning and playing chess develops multiple cognitive and emotional skills that will benefit your child throughout their
entire life: Improves memory by learning the rules and strategies of the game Encourages creativity when responding to their opponent's
moves Develops critical thinking by analyzing their opponent's strategy and thinking ahead multiple moves In Chess for Kids, children will
meet "Pawnie," a cute pawn eager to share the fascinating world of chess. Pawnie starts with the foundations of chess-game set-up, rules for
moving pieces across the board, and basic tactics. Each chapter builds on previous information, as Pawnie introduces players to opening
moves, special tactics, and checkmate strategies. At the end of each chapter, learners are presented with "What would you do?" questions
that test retention before proceeding to the next section. Features include: Step by step instructions Interactive challenges reinforce
techniques Simple to understand illustrations Develops confidence and critical thinking skills Improves memory and mental focus Solutions to
activities at the end of the book If you're looking for an activity that will enhance your child's mental development while enjoying a new hobby,
then Chess for Kids is the perfect book for your kids! Scroll up and click 'Add To Cart' to purchase your copy today!
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
The Chess Detective's Introduction to the Royal Game
Learn to Play Chess
The Big Birthday Activity Book: Personalized Books for Kids
250 Boredom Busters – Fun Ideas for Games, Crafts, and Challenges
How to Play Chess
Graphs and Charts Activity Book
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Meet the characters that make up a chess army and learn how to fight your first battle in this
friendly introduction to the game. My First Chess Book is written clearly and simply, with
entertaining examples, making it the perfect starting point for young children - and a handy
refresher guide for parents and grandparents! Entertaining illustrations by The Boy Fitz Hammond
bring the explanations to life. With expert advice from Sarah Hegarty, former British women's
chess champion and director of the world's biggest chess competition, the UK Schools Chess
Challenge. Includes fun games and puzzles.
A children's step-by-step visual guide to the rules, skills, and techniques of chess-by
International Master and renowned chess tutor Michael Basman. From the history of chess and the
aim of the game to essential tactics and taking it even farther in clubs, tournaments, and
championships, Chess for Kids covers it all. Before explaining techniques, the ebook details
each piece-pawns, bishops, the king, and more-to ensure kids have a comprehensive understanding
before they begin to play. Chess board graphics illustrate different scenarios and support the
text explanations so readers can visualize different moves and their potential outcomes as they
go. Let Chess for Kids and International Master Michael Basman turn you into a champion chess
player.
An imaginative nature-themed activity book for young children, packed with different things to
do. As well as lots of colouring and stickering, there are mazes, spotting puzzles, dot to dot,
step-by-step drawing, and lots more. Fascinating facts about animals, plants, insects and
different natural environments are incorporated into the activities. No equipment is needed
apart from some pencils or pens, so this is a perfect activity book for holidays and rainy days.
Readers won't realise that they are learning all about nature while they're having fun.
Chess is one of the most popular and challenging strategy games of all time! This engaging title
covers the rules, pieces, moves, and strategies. Step-by-step photos bring matches to life and
connect readers to the instructions. Fact boxes highlight fascinating facts and records
including the longest match, extreme chess games, and more.
Learn To Play Chess In A Fun And Simple Way
Telling the Time Activity Book
Chess for Children
Happy Birthday Jacob
Chess Endgame Workbook for Kids
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The Batsford Book of Chess for Children New Edition

Traces the history of chess, describes the pieces and how they move, and discusses the strategy of the game.
A write-in activity book of puzzles, activities and stickers to help children learn all about telling the time - from reading different kinds of clocks
to working out how long things take. Puzzles include a time-travelling maze, cupcakes to decorate and colour-by-numbers jungle birds. Fun,
puzzle-based learning makes mastering the tricky task of telling the time more accessible and less daunting. Includes a practice clock to cut
out and make. With quick quizzes and sticker rewards, so children can regularly practice what they've learnt and feel positive about what
they've achieved.
A write-in activity book for young children, full of mazes, dot-to-dot, drawing, colouring, stickering, spot-the-difference, counting, spotting and
matching activities - all themed around space. An interactive way for children to find out about what's out in space, with exciting space facts
and lots of space-related vocabulary. Illustrations: Full colour throughout WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months because of
small parts. Choking Hazard.
This book gives a whole new dimension to the game of chess, allowing children to hone their problem solving abilities with chess themed
games and puzzles. Filled wiith clear instructions, this is a great book for beginners that will help sharpen chess skills, while also encouraging
children to think strategically and tactically. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
Little Children's Nature Activity Book
Chess Workbook for Children
A Blueprint for Developing the Best Plan
Chess For Kids
Chess for Children Activity Book
Amazing Chess for Children

This accessible how-to guide for parents and teachers on the best way to teach chess to children, from international chess expert
Richard James, is linked to both his bestselling book, Chess for Kids, and his website chessKIDS academy. James, who taught
grandmasters Luke McShane and Jonathan Rowson, shows how learning chess is interesting and fun. It can also help children
develop life skills, such as decision-making and social skills, and be a springboard to other subjects in the school curriculum, such
as maths, science, history and even languages. In an easy-to-follow, fun way, James explains how to structure short lessons with
worksheets and other activities to introduce the chess pieces, chess notation and chess-board dynamics - so that children can
understand the thinking behind the moves and start playing and enjoying this fascinating game.
Long, long ago when kings ruled the land, dragons filled the sky and magic still existed, two children stumbled upon the game of
chess. This is your chance to play it with them . . . Packed with interactive puzzles and games, join Pip and Holly on a magical
fairy-tale adventure and become a chess master.
Whether in the car, waiting at the airport, on the train or by the poolside, the colourful pages will keep children amused for hours whatever the weather. Puzzle answers and solutions are given at the back of the book
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Chess is experiencing a new wave of popularity in schools, and it's educational too. Organisations like Chess in Schools are
promoting it as the perfect way to develop analytical thinking skills, foster the competitive instinct – and provide a lot of fun along
the way. This cute, character-based book, aimed at children aged 7 and up, is a complete guide to chess for those starting out in
the game. In straightforward, animated language, Jess and Jamie – two rough-and-tumble kids who are obsessed with chess –
explain everything you need to know, from first sitting down at the board to sneaky tricks to help you beat your opponents. The
book explains who the pieces are and how they move (and that we're talking about pawns, not prawns), how to reach checkmate
(or, in Jess's words, 'how to kill the king'), and the concept of the opening, middlegame and endgame. It also introduces the idea of
chess etiquette - and explains why: sometimes no one wins and a game ends in stalemate. Friendlier and more fun than the
average children's chess book, The Batsford Book of Chess for Children should become an essential addition to any child's
bookshelf.
How to Play Chess for Kids
Chess Opening Workbook for Kids
My First Chess Book
Classic Chess Pieces Coloring Activity Book for Adults Teens Boys Girls Baby Children Relaxation
The World Book Encyclopedia
Get Into Chess

For all those who love chess, or would like to improve their chess game, these games and puzzles help to work and hone a chess brain.
This is a book for those who want to start their chess games purposefully and take full advantage of their opponents' mistakes. It is vital
to start a chess game well. Each move needs to be useful and precise. The best way to develop the necessary know-how is by experience
and practice, rather than rote learning of 'rules' and principles. It's all about the specifics and being alert to what the opponent is doing,
and pouncing on any errors. Chess Opening Workbook for Kids is the second in a new series of books that help players gain chess skills by
tackling hundreds of carefully chosen exercises. The themes are similar to those in Gambit's best-selling 'Chess for Kids' series, but the
focus is on getting hands-on experience. Many positions build on ones given earlier, showing how advanced ideas are normally made up
of simpler ones that we can all grasp. Each chapter is focused on a particular theme and features dozens of exercises, with solutions that
highlight the main strategic and tactical points. Each chapter offers tips on opening play, such as how to detect weaknesses and poorlyplaced pieces. Later chapters address key aspects of opening strategy such as the centre, development and castling. The book ends with
a series of seven graded tests where you are given few clues about the themes involved. Award-winning author Graham Burgess has
written 27 chess books, including two on opening play for the 'Chess for Kids' series. He is a FIDE Master and a former champion of the
Danish region of Funen. In 1994 he set a world record for marathon blitz chess playing and won the British Chess Federation Book of the
Year Award in 1997.
Chess Coloring Activities Books for Toddlers is a complementary beginner chess book. Learn about chess while being creative coloring
each chess related design. A great way for kids to learn an old game. Hours of enjoyment that will help create a relaxing environment.
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Most chess games are decided in the endgame. It is here where you reap the reward for your good play, or else use all your cunning to
deny the opponent victory. Knowing just a few key endgame techniques will dramatically increase your confidence, as you will
understand what positions to aim for and which to avoid. Starting with the basic mates and the simplest pawn endings, this book provides
all the endgame knowledge that players need to take them through to club level and beyond. Muller carefully guides us step-by-step
through a fascinating range of endgame tactics and manoeuvres, helping us understand the underlying logic. Throughout the book, many
cunning endgame tricks are highlighted. You will have fun springing them on friends, family - or your opponents in serious tournaments.
Chess Endgames for Kids makes learning chess endgames fun. But it is also a serious endgame course written by a leading endgame
expert, and provides a firm basis for vital skills that will develop throughout your chess career. German grandmaster Karsten Muller is
arguably the world's foremost writer on chess endgames. Whenever an interesting endgame occurs in a high-level game, the chess world
knows that it will soon be dissected and explained by Muller. Whether writing for a low-level or high-level audience, his infectious zeal for
the endgame shines through. His 'masterwork', Fundamental Chess Endings (co-authored with Frank Lamprecht, and also published by
Gambit) is a modern endgame 'bible' and was studied intensively in his youth by current World Champion Magnus Carlsen.
The Travel Activity Book
The Usborne Chess Book
The Secret History of Chess
Chess Endgames for Kids
The Right Way to Teach Chess to Kids
Fabulous write-in activities, puzzles and things to do. Enter a simply fabulous world of magical mermaids,
beautiful butterflies and fantastic fairies. Spot the guests at a glamorous ball, find your way through an
enchanted forest and discover how to draw a unicorn step by step. There are wonderful pictures and stories to
complete - and lots of fun puzzles.
This activity book aims to encourage children to discover data handling as a key maths tool in everyday life.
The book talks through how to collect, display, and analyse data in a range of different ways. It focuses on how
data can be useful, what graphs work best for different types of data, and how to tell what statistics might be
telling you. Supports foundation maths skills taught in school. Teaches critical thinking about statistics, and
the importance of sample sizes and study designs in drawing conclusions. Interactive activities, such as
colouring in, and puzzles to solve - including stickers to help the reader find the answers.
This exciting activity book for kids has over 250 ideas to keep them entertained and screen-free! Includes
everything you need to play checkers, chess, and more! Way more. Whether it's a rainy day or a sunny
afternoon, you'll find plenty to make, play, and do. There's something in it for everyone. A good balance of
creative and outdoor activities in one huge illustrated guide with board games included. With everything from
writing a story to creating your own obstacle course or making paper airplanes to recycling, you'll be hardpressed to find a child who can't find something to enjoy in this kids ebook. Packed with fun facts and rainy
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(or not so rainy) day activities, it's the perfect boredom buster for screen-free, on-the-go entertainment,
nurturing children's natural curiosity and imagination. While there are activities that might require
purchasing some craft supplies, plenty only requires your imagination or things that you can find around the
house or garden. What's great is that it's designed to encourage children to put their own spin on anything
they try in some way or another. What sets this educational book apart is the box at the back with everything
you need to play checkers, chess, and snakes-and-ladders. The playing pieces are made from card, and you get
to build the dice yourself. Some activities require an adult to join in on the fun, but overall, it gives a lot of
freedom and gender-neutral fun. Get creative and even dramatic to build confidence and bust boredom in
many different ways. Never Be Bored Again! This ebook contains more than 250 awesome things for you to
make and do. Put down your electronic device and unleash the power of your brain with challenges, crafts,
creative learning, and oh-so-many cool games for kids. Put on a play - write the script, make props, and more.
Play some of the cool road trip games like I-Spy and storytelling. Perform magic tricks, write a song, discover
all the different games you can play with a frisbee. The list goes on! With so many fun activities for kids to try,
here is a small taste of what you'll get up to: - Write a story - Make a bee hotel - Create an obstacle course Learn some super cool illusions - Invent a board game of your own design - And much, much more!
35 easy and fun chess activities for children aged 7 years +
Little Children's Space Activity Book
A Step-By-Step Guide To Learning the Chess Rules for Kids: How to Play Chess for Kids
Complete Book of Chess
Batsford Book of Chess for Children Activity Book
The Foolish King
Chess Strategy Workbook
Here's a super-simple primer that introduces babies and toddlers to the popular game of chess! Don't
let their size fool you: Although they are small pawns are the most fearless pieces of all. Now parents
can introduce babies and toddlers to the popular game of chess! This super-simple primer will teach
little ones the basics: the names of the pieces, how they move, and how to win the game. The rhyming
text allows for a fun read-aloud experience without getting too involved in the details of the game.
Additional sidebar facts are included for kids who might have questions or who are ready for additional
information.
An activity book awash with an irresistible selection of brightly illustrated brain teasers on an
undersea theme; things to find, similarities to spot, differences to detect, fish to draw and colour
and more. Young children can enjoy pages full of fun activities and puzzles, developing their powers of
observation, and their number and language skills whilst learning about underwater creatures.
This is the perfect introduction to chess for children from the age of seven upwards. The book contains
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30 short lessons, starting with learning about the board and the pieces, then the moves of each piece
in turn, then the vital concepts of check, checkmate and stalemate, and finally basic strategy and
thinking skills. Quizzes and puzzles reinforce what the children learn. The book uses the characters of
the 7-year-old twins Sam and Alice who are always arguing and fighting. They decide to join the army
where they are told about an impending invasion of aliens from the planet Caïssa. The outcome of the
invasion will be decided by a game of living chess. During their lessons they learn about the
battlefield and the different types of soldier and get to play the part of each in turn.
Happy Birthday Jacob is a personalized kids activity book for Jacob, it includes crosswords, word
searches, number puzzles, drawing and coloring and more. It is suitable for children between 6-11 years
old. It is the perfect birthday present for Jacob, and is a great keepsake for parents to remember
their child's early years and birthdays. This personalized book is available for other names also Happy
Birthday Jacob is a personalized kids activity book for Jacob, it includes crosswords, word searches,
number puzzles, drawing and coloring It is suitable for children between 6-11 years old It is the
perfect birthday present for Jacob, and is a great keepsake for parents to remember their child's early
years and birthdays This personalized book is available for other names also This is a great gift for
children and an amazing keepsake for parents
Simple Strategies to Win!
A Chess Primer The Matrix Unleashed
How to Play and Win

This book provides comprehensive information and guidance for successfully staging a theatrical
living chess game for children ages 9–14. It also prepares student to succeed in University
Interscholastic League (UIL) Chess Puzzle. • Includes nearly 60 chess diagrams, illustrations of
musical notation, publicity materials, and useful forms for visual art and theatrical evaluation •
Instructs readers on writing scripts for famous chess games such as the Immortal Game, the
Evergreen Game, and the Opera Game • Helps educators and librarians prepare students to succeed
in University Interscholastic League (UIL) Chess Puzzle • Provides the national content standard,
objectives, resources and materials, procedure, and assessment in all 12 music, dance, visual art,
and theater activities • An annotated bibliography identifies additional source materials • A glossary
defines 69 chess terms
Teaches chess step-by-step, covering the board and pieces, notation, castling, draws, and basic
tactics, and features a boy named George, who learns how to play chess from his tall-tale-telling pet
alligator, Kirsty.
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A Chess Primer The Matrix Unleashed is a beginners chess book teaching chess in a new way. This
stream line approach is for anyone who ever wanted to learn the game of chess or teach it to their
own or any children. What makes this book very different is the fun and easy approach invented by
United States Chess Federation Level IV National Chess Coach Charles A Smith. The author's proven
method of rapid comprehension thru effective teaching is the key. The fastest way to learn chess and
have fun doing it. Also great for chess coaches to use as their teaching method. This book will
revolutionize the way chess is learned and taught. If you have ever wanted to learn chess or tried
and gave up here is your chance to easily get it done. Chess On!!
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